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Call Center can cut down the cost，increase the revenue，improve the degree of 
customer satisfaction for the enterprise. Many advanced communication and computer 
techniques have been applied in modern Call Centers. Call Center is an uniform 
external imformation platform for CRM and is applied in many fields..With the hard 
competition of domestic aviation，most airways in China began generalizing 
electronic tickets，developing website and call sales on line. Construction of Call 
Center is very important for airways. So，most airways in China have built their own 
Call Center and kept improving and perfecting.  
At the beginning of 2007，Xiamen Airlines prepared to build its Call Center. 
After one year of plan，design，system development，test and trial operation，Call 
Center of Xiamen Airlines was formally constructed and operated. Call Center system 
of Xiamen Airlines has many functional modules for different effects. Most  kinds of 
business operation can be fluently used in this system. Useful information and data 
can be effectly stored and can create report forms automatically.Call Center of 
Xiamen Airlines is always in good operation and management after its construction. 
Traffic improved a lot. Call sales on line kept improving from zero. But it also has 
many questions and shortcomings comparing with other advanced Call Center of 
domestic airways. The writer bring forward his own suggestion and assume about 
development in future of Call Center of Xiamen Airlines. 
The application of Call Center in domestic aviation is still in the first stage. 
Customer Relation Management, application of advanced IT techniques, optimization 
and comformity of all kinds of business processes are not perfect, which need more 
practice and research. This article made a deep introduction, analysis and research for 
Call Center of Xiamen Airlines and hopes to benefit for the improvement of the 
application of Call Center in domestic aviation. Of course, the research on Call Center 
of this article is quite limited and needs more study and improvement in practice. 
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